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PREFACE 
To correct our mis-managed course (1947-1977) away 

from economic ruin and self defeat, we, at this 200th 
Anniversary of our government, need two basic 
structural changes for survival: 

1. A totally unified military with one uniform and one 
officer’s school at Colorado, Springs-with West Point 
becoming a Diplomatic School and Ananapolis becoming 
an International Trade-Law School. 

Missils large and small have made planes, surface 
ships, and heavy tanks as useless as tits on a boar 
hog-so the WWII tactics and armament must be 
abandoned. Military related expense, in the interest of 
real national defense which is fiscal responsibility 
enabling survival, should not exceed 20% of non-social 
security federal income. 

Of course this drastic reduction means total' 
acceptance of what was learned in Oct. War (Israel 
1973) which in just two weeks destroyed 60% of all 
planes and tanks with ground missiles. 

2. The private so-called central bank called Federal 
Reserve should become a real central bank dedicated 
solely to production-for-use discounting of commercial 
bank loans (like Japan) with 70% of all such production 
credits held in a central bank with the originating 
lender keeping 30% of each such loan. The “open 
market” money control should get back to the Treasury 
Department where it was from 1934 to 1954. The money 
(Ml) can then be fixed at a percentage of GNP and 
interest rates leveled back to 1960 or thereabouts. This 
is a drastic necessity in view of demise of stock and bond 
market for any but largest corporations in the future 
where minimum equity needs are said to be 30 billion $ 
annually. 
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THE - POWER STRUCTURE - PLOT 

Subverflion of the PoUtical 

1947-1977 

Eisenhower more than any other man must be 
responsible in history for the power structure 
take-over. He wasn’t for it and did not participate in 
planning it-but he did nothing to stop it. He just sat 
there and watched the rich boys do it to us. Why is not 
difficult to see for all his life he paid tribute to a 
system in which a growing concentration of wealth was 
taking place. He was going no where in his career until 
Sid Richardson, with his Ft. Worth partners Amon 
Carter and Babe Fuqua,(Gulf Oil Permian Geology), 
used their political campaign dollar influence with 
Roosevelt to get Eisenhower promoted from an 
overage-nothing Major to a Three-star General and 
finally President of the United States of America. These 
same oil-rich few likewise promoted Allen Shivers and 
John Connally and Lyndon Baines Johnson. 

All the way a pip-squeek congressman from 
California, parading as a super-patriot in his expedient 
anti-communist chameleon guise, operated as a sort of 
esoteric go-between or bag man for the overlords of the 
power structure. Whether he was in office or out he was 
their boy. Who is they—you say? They is outlined on a 
later page. But the important thing is who served from 
the first with Tricky-Dick in a similar secret-team 
capacity? Wm. E. Colby, a clandestine operator back to 
the O.S.S. days was the “know-how" man. The brothers 
Dulles, being Super-Power John and Man-from-Uncle 
Allen, were the projectors who propagandized and 
organized. The key military superman was Maxwell 
(subversion of the political is the forth dimension of the 
military) Taylor. 

From the first any of those who stood in their way 
were relegated to obscurity—and some to death*, by 
accident, by so called suicide, or . by a strange 
Lincoln-case type hypnotized assassin aU of whom kept 
diaries to explain their action and all of whom, 
regardless of their educational back-ground or ethnic 
nature or geographic origin, seemed to use similar 
tone and phrase remarkably like that of the C.I.A. 
fiction writer E. Howard Hunt. Andrew Brimmer, 
Sirhan-Sirhan, and Lee Harvey Oswald did their thing 
just like J.W. Booth who had been hypnotized by 
Lafayette C. Baker to do his. Both Booth and Baker 
were poisoned, and two of the Lincoln judges they say 

committed suicide. So it’s really nothing new in our 
history that the syntax of the aasaasins so resembled 
Hunt according to language expert Gore Vidal who has 
a 1974 article in the New York Review on that subject. 

So Richard Milhouse Nixon was, from the year 1947 
(Central Intelligence beginning) right through almost 
three decades of take-over of money control (Federal 
Reserve restructured 1954) and force control (C.I.A.), 
closely involved. Now let’s, for clarity and brevity, skip 

right down to the 1974 end of Nixon. Here the key 
question is why the sudden pardon? 

Gerald Ford, a key “one gun" book-writing member of 
the Warren Commission and private selection of Nixon 
to replace the great-lip Agnew, had surreptitiously and 
abruptly granted a Sunday pardon with no advice from 
anyone. This means that Ford had some horrible 
revelation probably from Jaworski as yet undisclosed 
and speculated to be the Wallace assassination 
attempt-or-Nixon himself was threatening to try to 
clear himself in history by blowing the Ford Warren 
Commission cover. To grasp the full meaning of this 
latter you must recollect that even the Supreme Court 
of the United States as late as May 1974 became 
involved in this comspiracy by ruling that the Warren 
Commission papers cannot be opened for seventy five 
years. The truth is so shocking that some believe that 
the Federal Government would virtually have to be 
re-structured if revealed now. 

What this means is exactly what Charles Colson, 
Nixon’s hatchet man. August 1974 (Time Magazine) said 
“If this government has been infiltrated (C.I.A.) the 
way I believe it has--we ain’t got no government" and 
“Gen. Haige and Buzzardt are C.I.A. men in the White 
House to control the President" and “They (C.I.A.) 
killed Dorothy Hunt." This latter proposition has long 
been made by people close to the details of the sabotage 
of FLT 553 (killing 43 people) by what the coronor said 
was cyanide-gas poison in the pilot compartment. It has 
not been disputed that F.B.I. agents, who are not 
authorized to investigate air crashes, immediately took 
charge of the air-crash site to re-cover the blackmail 
papers concerning the Warren Commission and 
subsequent Watergate problems. 

*Penn Jones Jr., Midlothian Eklitor says some 100 
people with knowledge of Kennedy assassinations have 
been eleminated since Nov. 1963. 



Why did th«M eUndeitiiie federml [C.I.A.] Mcret 
agenti helkve th«t they h«d to ezecute Diem, John 
Kennedy [Oewald-Ruhy] end Robert Kennedy? !n 
Aifvft 1963, after Buddiita Prieati immolated 
themielvei into martyrdom, Prea. Diem haa aaid **Get 
ent-take your 16,000 adviaora and go home. 
Commanding Gen. Harkins, who later said here in 
Sherman, *Ve in effect killed Diem**. In Vietnam he had 
said, before being replaced by Westmoreland, **We 
must get out.** And John Kennedy had t#l4 several 
Mends including Chief Juatke Earl Warren **We are 
going to get out as soon as I am re-elected.** Later in 
1968 Robert Kennedy said make myself available to 
the Democratic conventlon-because what we are doing 
in Vietnam is wrong.** 

To understand the importance of the Malay peninsula 

(Vietnam, Cambodia, etc.) and the great archipelago of 
Indonesia-all you have to visualize is the world 
shortage of petroleum which is not something that 
suddenly appeared after the Oct. War (Israel) or the 
O.P.E.C. organization. As far back as 1960 the sixteen 
major oils were doing aerial magnotemeter and marine 
seismograph exploration so that by 1967 an area some 
4,000 miles long and 400 miles wide, being literally 
millions of square miles, was under concession. And to 
cap the climax of proof. Pres. Thieu of Vietnam infamy 
had by 1972 auctioned off South Vietnam and the South 
China Seas to these same sixteen U.S.A. corporations 
who incidently paid Thieu personally 2 million dollars 
each for the right just to bid. So Vietnam was an 
economic war that from August 1963 the higher 
echelons of the power structure had authorized the 
C.I.A. to expedite. From this, history will show, 
developed a Nixon horror story unprecedented in 
history since first century Roman Emperor Claudius 
Ceasar Augustus Nero Germanicus dealt assassination 
to his mother, his sister, his wife and a large number of 
his coharts before committing himself to suicide. 

Concerning the Warren Commission-all experts who 
are familiar with the facts see a cover-up here. Nixon, as 
titular head of Republican party, in 1963 had insisted on 
Congressman Ford being on the commission-and Ford, 
who later wrpte a cover-story book intended to prove 
Oswald was the one gunman there, forced four 
recalcitrant members refusing to sign the false report 
back into line. So follow through then to the 
appointment of Ford to Vice President and the 

subsequent quick and untimely pardon (Oct. 1974) so 
detrimental to Republican Party (November) 
candidates. 

The first Kennedy assassination was part of a 
continuing C.I.A.-oil game, and that day (Nov. 22,1963) 
Nixon, two hours before the shots, took a plane North 
from Dallas. Most experts like to think he was there 
trying to stop any violence-but who can say? Only 
Nixon himself who when faced with hospitalization in 
1974 said *T do not want to go to the hospital-because I 
won’t come out alive.” Then we have the Supreme Court 
May 1974 involvement in the determined hush-hush 
sweet Uncle Sam-in this our Uncle is one of the worst 
liars in 2,000 years of recorded history as well as being a 
victim of a clandestine zealot infiltration plot of an 
esoteric power hierachy which was teaching at the War 
College as early as 1954 "subversion of the political is 
the fourth dimension of the military.” That is why 
Eisenhower split with Maxwell Taylor-and how Taylor 

^ came to resign to become 100% Central Intelligence 
man before he became (under Kennedy) military 
advisor to the White House and later back into the 
military as head of Joint-Chiefs just as the Kennedy 
brothers seemed to discovered the horrible truth of 
infiltration of every branch of our government. 
Eisenhower had himself begun to understand this zealot 
crackpot set up after the unscheduled and un-ordered 
U-2 flight was sent down in Russia to sabotage his peace 
conference with Kruschev. 

The Warren Commission “one g^un” theory was as 
false as a padded bra-and no experts now say 
otherwise. There were twenty-two cameras taking J 
pictures that tragic day-and only film from one camera .v 
was admitted into final evidence. There were, it is | 
believed from film studies, four gunmen at the site-one 
on the building directly behind the Kennedy car, two up i 

in the bookstore [including Oswald), and one behind the | 
fence at the parking lot. The extent of planning for this | 
event is shown by the variety of cover plans. There was j 
an exact look-alike to Oswald photographed in front of | 
the bookstorage building in an amazing similarity to the j 
Powell-Payne look-alikes set up in the Lincoln case. | 
There was con-man Braden [alias Brading] on parole 
from a California prison caught at the site by F.B.l. and 
ordered released by C.I.A. after he threatened 
exposure of Hunt-Getty relationship to his presence 
there. The arrogance of this conspiracy is so bizarre 



Power Structure Achievement 
1952-1974 

SECRET TEAM SUBVERSION OF THE POLITICAL 

MILITARY PERSONNEL INCREASED FROM 400 THOUSAND TO 
4 MILLION BY 1968 

SIXTY JUGGERNAUTS CORPORATIONS NOW HAVE 1/2 
U.S. PRODUCTION 

1973 MONEY (Ml) ALL TIME LOW 20% OF G.N.P. 

STOCK MARKET LOSS 1974-500 BILLION DOLLARS OR 
1/2 OF VALUES 

12 MONTHS 1974 PEOPLE OUT OF WORK INCREASED 40% 

1973-74 COST OF LIVING OP 23% U.S.A. 

OIL-SUGAR-BEANS UP 300-400% ONE YEAR 

23 MILLION IN FAMILIES-1/2 OF INCOME FOR FOOD 

UNEMPLOYMENT MINORITY GHETTOS 30 TO 40% 

INTEREST ON FEDERAL DEBT INCREASED 6 YEARS FROM 
10TO 30 BILLION DOLLARS 

5% OF FAMILIES HAVE 95% WEALTH PRODUCING RESOURCES 

25% OF INDIVIDUALS U.S.A. LIVE ON 5% OF INDIVIDUAL INCOME 

2200 BILLION DOLLARS SPENT 22 YEARS ON 
MILITARY RELATED EXPENSES 

JULY 1974 A 100 YEAR HIGH ON INTEREST 

PROPORTIONATELY (74) A 100 YEAR LOW IN HOUSING STARTS 

50% OF FEDERAL REVENUE FROM INDIVIDUALS UNDER 
$12THOUSAND INCOME 

60% OF NON-SOCIAL SECURITY FEDERAL INCOME 
TO MILITARY RELATED COSTS 

ROCKEFELLER-HUNT-GETTY GIANTIC INCOMES TAX FREE 

THE POWER STRUCTURE 
1952-1974 

MONEY PROPAGANDA 

^ SIXTY 
MULTI-NATIONAL 

JUGGERNAUTS 
INDUSTRIAL CORPS. 

\l  
Secret Holding Trusts 
Of Ten Largest Banks 

2(X} Super-Wealth Families 
(I.a.) Hunts-Gettys-Mallons, Etc. 

N.B.CX News Corps. 

^ fj p\ SYNDICATED 

Alsop Bros 
' C.I.A. Buckley 

Rich. Wilson 

FORTY-TWO OTHER 
NATIONS INFILTERED 

16,000 C.I.A. AGTS. 
6000 MILLION $ PER YEAR 

\/ 
C.I.A. EXEC. SECRET 

, TEAM FROM 1952 

PENTAGON HIERACHY 
Armament Industry 

200 W.W.II Res. Off. Congressman 

After 1968 R.M. Nixon 
R.M. Nixon Maxwell Taylor 
Erlichman John F. Dulles 
Halderman Wm. E. Colby* 
Mitchell Allen Dulles 
Gen. Haige 
Buzzardt 40 COMMITTEE (Five) 
Liddy TEAM FROM 1969 
Hunt Henry Kissenger 
Colson Gen. Brown et al 

WM. COLBY* 
James Schlesinger 
Richard Halms 

FOUR ROCK. BROS. AND KISSENGER 
Chicago Monetarists 

SIXTEEN MAJOR OILS PAY ONLY 2% OF NET ON INCOME TAX 

SOCIAL SECURITY 1974 COLLECT 86 BILLION DOLLARS- 
PAID OUT ONLY 63 BILLION DOLLARS 

METRO. DESOLATION GHETTOS. DESTROYING CITIES 

1975 BOTH PRESIDENT AND VICE PRESIDENT 
NON-ELECTED EXECUTIVES 

1/3 OF FEDERAL DEBT ORIGINATED SINCE 1968 (NIXON) 

PRESIDENTIAL COSTS INCREASE 300% UNDER EMPEROR NIXON 

ASSASSINATION JOHN AND ROBERT KENNEDY BY SECRET TEAM 

DEATH OF OSWALD - RUBY AND THIRTEEN RELATED OTHERS 

ASSASSINATION OF M.L KING AND ATTEMPTON WALLACE 

SABOTAGE MUSKIE-RESIGNATION JOHNSON- 
REFUSAL EDWARD KENNEDY 

•C.I.A. HEAD SAID TO BE WORST MURDEROR SINCE QUANTRIL- 
STILLIN POWER 

MAY 1974 THE NIXON SUPREME COURT RULED THAT WARREN 
COMMISSION PAPERS CANNOT BE SEEN FOR SEVENTY-FIVE YEARS 

OCT. 1974 QUICK FORD PARDON KEPT NIXON FROM BUSTING FORD 
AND HIS "ONE GUN" WARREN COMMISSION BOOK, ETC. 

FOLLOWING VIET-OIL WAR ENDING—THE OIL BANKS ORDERED 
DETENTE ABOUT 1970-THUS NIXON WAS HIT BY ANTI-DETENTE 

WATERGATE 

TO KEEP THE VIET-OIL WAR GOING THE SECRET TEAM BOUGHT 
THEIR BAG-MAN NIXONTHE PRESIDENCY-.I.e. MURDER INCORP. 

WHEN AMERICAN PUBLIC OPINION WOULD NO LONGER TOLERATE 
VIET-OIL WAR-THE POWER STRUCTURE ABANDONED TRICKY-DICK 

BUDGET 1974 SHOWS 600 MILLION $ TO C.I.A. vs. ESTIMATES 
(A.P. & U.P.)THATTRUE CLANDESTINE ZEALOT SPENDING 

6000 MILLION $ IN 1974 

ACCORDING TO U.S.A.F. FLETCHER PROUTY. 11 YEARS WITH C.I.A., 
AND CHARLES COLSON. NIXON's HATCHET-MAN-THE C.I.A. 

HAD CONTROL 1963-1969 

THE BURNS-KISSENGER DEPRESSION 
COME WEIL OR COME WOE 

THE STATUS IS QUO! 



tlmt it is unbelievable that this fraud, after revealationa 
of Watergate, is allowed to continue by news media. 

So how did Watergate develop? It was in 1970 that 
the.giant oil banks revealed their new strategy through 
Walter Wriston chairman of First National City Bank 
(Rockefellor-Oir Bank) who said "It is no longer 
communism-but anacronism that we need to fear." So 
Nixon to get financial support for his 2nd campaign had 
to go for detente with Russia and China. Absolutely 
nothing could have been more offensive to Tricky-Dick’s 
secret-team, zealot, anti-communist associates back to 
1947. So Watergate was set-up not to destroy "Der 
Furher" as it happened but rather to embarrasse him 
with their anti-detente vengence. The Nixon C.I.A. 
plumbers had to go in twice to get caught. The second 
lime when E.H. Hunt saw the number of Washington 
City Police waiting outside he said "this was a set-up 
wasn’t it" and Agnew before his demise said "It 
definitely was a set-up." 

The Central Intelligence Agency got completely out 
of control from 1963 thru 1969 when the so called "40 
committee" was set up by congress at long last to 
supervise it.There are not forty but five members (none 
of congress) headed by Kissinger and Gen. Brown (chief 
of staff) who have never reported to any congressional 
committee-and Wm. Colby (old O.S.S. man) head of 
Special Operations in 1964 (Suharto conspiracy) in 
Indonesia resulting in the death of 2,000,000 Chinese 
civilians who incidentally were the only possible 
capitalists as owner-managers; and Colby later headed 
up a 1968 Special Operations in Vietnam which he 
admitted killed 26,000 civilians, many of whom he said 
were no doubt innocent. This Colby is now head of 
Central Intelligence and a "40 committee man." 

Charles Colson, now in prison, said "Nixon is scared 
as hell of Colby." So C.I.A. still goes on as the force 
element of the take-over power structure in our 
government. The 1974 budget shows $600,000,000.00 to 
Central Intelligence-but both Associated Press and 
United Press sources say the true figure is closer to 
6000 million dollars spent by the clandestine boys 
annually. What makes this extraordinary popular 
delusionary madness possible is 200 WWII 
"super-patriot" congressmen still drawing reserve 
officer pay by special dispensation of the Pentagon 
hierachy where the entire military now has more 
colonel and above officers than lieutenants-an 

unprecedented and inexcusable disaster to the tax 
payer when the first $12,000.00 of individual income 
pays over half (since 1968) of total federal income. Some 
$2,200 billion over 20 years has gone down the drain of 
military related expense. This is 60% of all non-social 
security dollars or an amount equal to four times the 
total investment of all industry in the U.S.A. today. The 
purpose of this program of Pentagon-C.I.A.-Jugger- 
naute Corporate takeover is Internationalism to make a 
world suitable for just sixty multi-national corporations 
who Borchgrave (Newsweek 1970) said "intend to rule 
this earth and be responsible to no nation by 1980." 

Many students of contemporary problems, including 
Wm. Moyers (a Texan) writing (Dec. 16, .1974) in 
Newsweek, believe that the increasing concentration of 
wealth in some two hundred super-wealth families could 
be the destruction, more immediately, of democracy and 
in long-run of capitalism. There are 5% of our families 
who now control 95% of wealth producing resources so 

that 20% of individuals live on 5% of individual income, 
23 million in 1974 spend one half of their dollars for food, 
the cost of which increased some 23% in ’73-74 and 
projects 16% higher cost in 1976. Cataclysmic 
unemployment, from 100 year high of (Federal Reserve) 
tight money and high interest intentionally structured 
to off-set an inflation caused by shipping-out overseas 
all that which we do not have surplus of, portends an 
eventual military dictatorship which will complete the 
power structure take-over with concentration camps for 
those who dissent. 

But all of this mania developing since 1954 is so 
unnecessary. In the early 19th century England 
virtually came to be owned by some sixteen West-Indies 
sugar families (just as the oil-related power structure is 
our present disability) whose property Horace Greeley 
in 1848 said, "reached from sea to sea." A forty year 
program of Reform Acts gradually relieved the 
pressure in Great Britain. Similarly, we must eliminate 
the tools of the super-rich to rule us. Roosevelt did strip 
the private Federal Reserve of its money power in 
1934-but Ike foolishly restructured it. As to the 1947 
C.I.A.-it is totally devoid of deserving any 
consideration. It is up to the Congress to preserve our 
way. First we must get out the TRUTH now-not 75 
years from now-and clean up this governmental 
infiltration mess which has subverted American 
idealism and Christian righteousness-those traditional 



values on which we assumed that we had built our 
government and it’s social structure. 

Charles A. Spears 
Sherman, Texas 75090 
Student of History and Economics 
Banker for 40 years 

ADDENDUM-REFORM 
For 23 years now we have been on this insane 

internationalist course to ruin-our resources poured 
down this rat-hole to make the world safe for LB.M. and 
to make the West Germans into the world’s painless 
elite. Well, by God, we have stripped our own people 
spending 10% of GNP on military related and CIA 
crooked action (internationalist juggernaut corporate 
drain)-while the Germans spend a painless 2% of their 
GNP on that insane WWII type tactical planning and 
obsolete armament. To cap this crack-pot program we 
then adopted the Friedman Chicago monetarist 
philosophy tight money and high interest to wreck the 
equity markets, bankrupt small enterprises, tear the 
economic fabric of our social structure, and destroy 
confidence totally. 

So we can’t get any more mileage by patching the old 
worn-out innertube--we need a new set of steel-belted 
radials now!! 
1. Set money (Ml) at a fixed % of GNP and leave it 
alone, as from 1934-1954, with average interest 6 to 7% 
and ample production-for-use credit. 

(a) Put “open market operation’’ money control back 
to Treasury Department where Roosevelt had it for 20 
years. 

(b) Make Federal Reserve into a discounting central 
bank for 70% of any production-for-use loan to expend 
such credit to small producers by 10,000 percent. 

(c) Abandon gold forever and computer evaluate 
foreign exchange to favor a programed cooperative 
effort. 

2. Restrict total military related expense by setting 
aside 20% of Federal revenue, not counting Social 
Security dollars, for military related use. 

(a) Close all foreign bases except those related to 
submarine and missile services. 

(b) Abandon once and for all the obsolete military 
hardware of airplane bombers, (anti-ballistic missiles 

fraud) aircraft carriers, tanks, etc. 
(c) Put all military into one service, one school, one 

purpose--totally eliminating its subversive brain of CIA 
infiltration of our own government. Then make West 

Point into diplomatic-international law school and 
Annapolis into foreign trade-commercial school. 

(d) Stop shipping military hardware to any nation 
unwilling to pay 100% of its actual cost in hard cash. 

(e) Convert space program $ to 100% search for solar 
energy and related solutions. 

3. Political-economic control-adopt to circumstance of 
now and get off of intransigent archaic failing past. 

(a) Put iron clad quotas on exports in every field so 
domestic demand at our price structure is met before 
export permit is granted at world demand higher 
prices. 

(b) Put control on prices in any field where there is 
more than 3% increase annually-and on wages where 
productive increase in that field does not equal the wage 
increase. 

(c) Fluctuate the federal income tax automatically to 
stop deficits (after first limiting military)-limit 
inheritance to any one individual to $500,000 t*x free, 
and put a minimum 15% income tax on individuals 
regardless of their deductions-put a graduated tax | 
favoring small corporations. • 

(d) By legislation specify Social Security dollar suplus | 
cannont be used except for reduction of federal debt or • 
only for programs relieving poverty of those, under 
Social Security law. 

(e) Limit congressmen to total service of twelve years j 
and age of all federal people to 65 including federal i 
judges. ■ 

(f) Refuse gift food to nations who cannot control | 
population explosion by sterilization or otherwise-with i 

•1 1/2 million more mouths each week feeding is just | 
populating worse. | 

The alternative to such drastic reform is 4 

depression -and ultimate military dictatorship to be i 
demanded by W.A.S.P. great S.M. after riots of . .| 
unemployed ghetto people start burning again. 1 
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